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Tolkien' s concern with -- and love of -- lan;:uoP,c 
manifests itself in many ways in The Lord of the Rine~. 
Throughout the story, there is an implication t ha t, t.hrr-c 
is a kind of magic, a power in the words themselves, ond 
that they are not to be taken lightly. The wi7.ard Gnndr.l f's 
recitation of the ring inscription in Black Speech at the 
Council of Elrond is cause for much consternation: 
The change in the wizard's voice was astou~dlny. 
Suddenly it became menacing, powerful, harsh as stone. 
A shadow seemed to pass over the high sun, and the 
EOrch for a moment grew dark. All trembled, and th~ 
Elves stopped their ears. 
35 
J. R. R. Tolkien, best knowr. as author or The Lord 
nr t hc- Rinps, was also a lin~uist, specializinJT in Anglo- 
~axon.--ireciu~e of his technical background in lanJ1uage 
:tudy, it is interesting to examine his use or language 
in creating The Lord of the Rin~s to see how Tolkien as 
lan~ua~e technician Interacts w th Tolkien as literary 
artist. This paper will discuss: 1) his attitudes toward 
his characters; 2) his own use or language -- or his style 
in tellina his story and building his world of Mlddle- 
Earth; and J) the styles of prose and poetry -- and the 
separate languages -- or the characters and groups of 
characters who inhabit the complex world he has created. 
by Judy Winn Bell 
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Footnotes 
against staying overnight on the Fixed Land in Perelandra is developed 
as an allegory of the prohibition of the Tree of Knowledge m Genesis and 
Paradise Lost. It is worked out in such a way as to contain the two ele- 
ments of the Edenic prohibition that were most crucial for Lewis: the 
fact that the thing itseU was not intrinsically evil, but rather the gift of 
an occasion for obedience in order that man might have at least one op- 
portunity to give Cod the gilt of obedience, since In all other cases ob- 
edience to Cod coincided with man's sel!interst; and the Miltonic thesis 
that possession of the prohibited thing was possession of the imperfect 
form. lf Tinidril had chosen to spend a night on the Fixed Land, she 
would have forfeited her destiny of dwelling permanently on the Hill of 
Life, Tai Harendrlmar. By eating the fruit of knowledge and gaining 
the experiential knowledge of good and evil, Eve lost the chance to know 
them intuitively, without having to suffer evil. 
Lewis's purpose in doing this is partly artistic: it is the allegor- 
ist's proper delight in perceiving or devising, and exploiting, true re- 
semblances. Lewis conceived the world of Perelandra. and fell in love 
with it, before he imagined what would happen there. l7 There 1s another 
purpose, which I think is fundamental to allegory as a mode of exprcs- 
sion, in that It defines JUSt what it is that allegory can best express. 
The essence of metaphor is that 1t evokes for the tenor or undersense 
the sensory responses proper to the vehicle or literal level. Our re- 
actions to a lovely girl are proven on the pulses when we are made to 
perceive them in terms of the freshness and sweetness of a rose. A 
psychological or moral allegory tries to make us actualy see "Virtue in 
her shape how lovely, "18 as the Lady in~ actually sawl~a.U1, !lope, 
and Chastity. Lewis's purpose is to evoke such sensory reactions to 
Christian truths, which in our time suffer the double handicap of being 
abstract and being trapped In a fixed system of myth and metaphor that 
are in many ways out of tune with the modern age (or vice versa), so 
that they tend to be rejected for superficial rather than essential reasons. 
By framing these truths in a new system, with freshly minted natural 
symbols, Lewis is able to get in under the guard of the secularly pre- 
JUdiced reader and awaken firsthissenses, then his Imagination, and 
ultimately his reason and will, so that he becomes convinced or the truths 
he had refused to look at before but can now seeclearlyand distinctly from 
the new angle provided by the new allegory. 
and allegorism. 
If the fundamental nature or metaphor and allegory is the percep- 
tion or resemblances between two unlike things, then Tolkien cannot be 
said to be an allegorist. The people, objects, and events of his world 
exist in and for themselves. Resemblances are there, but they are not 
necessary: Frodo may in some ways resemble Christ, but the similar- 
ities are Inherent in a certa.in conception or heroism which applies to 
both, not in a necessity for Frodo to Imitate Christ as a type imitates 
an archetype. Tolkien does use certain powerful natural symbols 
like kingship, the quest, and the broken sword, but he does not use them 
allusively. Aragorn's sword which is reforged has certain things in 
common with Siegfried's, but It Is not meant to suggest Siegfried's. In 
literature, things equal to the same thing are not necessarily equal to 
each other. 
Tolkien also uses natural symbolism in another way which ls like 
that of the allegorist but is based on magic rather than metaphor. An 
example 1s Frodo's wounds, which pain him annually on the anniversaries 
of the occastons when they were in!llcted. This 1s magical rather than 
natural: ordmary wounds either hurt constantly or when aggravated phy- 
sically, as by exertion or damp weather. In this case, the actual physic- 
ally experienced pain is used as a klnd of natural symbol of the fact that 
Frodo has been permanently scared spiritually by his experiences: he 
cannot relapse naturally into the world of everyday experience that the 
Shire typifies, in the way that Sam, Merry, and Pippin can. It would 
be equally wrons: to read Frodo's recurring patn as simple descriptive 
detail or as the st1emata of Christ. The undersense ls there, but it 
does not erode the literal sense. 
Charles Williams, as usual, is a special case. His method is 
unabashed allegorism (which partially explains his much narrower pop- 
ularity), but an allegorism which ls either mystically validated or else 
demonic. C. S. Lewis Ooc. cit.) used the terms "sacramentahsm" and 
"symbolism" interchangeably for what I call allegorism, and the sacra- 
mental aspect Is very much to the fore 1n Williams. When the literal 
story level, and sometimes m fact the world of experience, are dissolved 
away, what appears in their place ls something even more real, some- 
thing which includes and transcends the literal, as if 1t were sown a 
natural body and raised a spiritual body. This process is naturally de- 
pendent on an acceptance of his Christian or metaphysical frame of ref- 
erence, but so ls typology dependent on an acceptance or Revelation. And 
it does not happen capriciously: only certain mystically charged objects 
or occasions have this solvent power. Examples would be tbe arche- 
typical Tarot deck resolvin.g the world to the four elements in Tbe Great- 
er Trumps, the Acts of the City in All Hallows Eve, the operations of 
the Stone of Solomon in Many Dimensions, and the ccnjur atfon with the 
Craal and the Eucharist celebrated by Prester John in War in Heaven. 
When these events are sacramental, they are unique in history. Once 
they have taken place, the veil Is drawn again and the world of ordinary 
reality regains its primacy. When they are demonic. they represent a 
danger, and the thrust of the story is the incarnation of the archetypes 
in The Place or the Lion, where Anlhoey, in sacramental allegorism, 
becomes the Adam in order to prevent the real world from becoming 
truly sacramental and losmg its proper reality. Willlams's novels re- 
present a daring and, I think, usually successful attempt to exploit alle- 
gorism as a valid mode of expression. 
As I said in the previous article, C. S. Lewis's method ls that of 
the allegorist, now to be understood in terms or this discussion. He has 
certainly the greatest allegorical imagination since Bunyan. His allegor- 
ies fully fit my definitions, in that they analogize both static relationships 
and processes of events. ln so doing he employs natural symbolism in 
two different ways. One is to exploit, in a semi-allusive fashion, al- 
ready established symbols in new ways. Aslan the Lion is an appropriate 
symbol for Christ because the lion has the traditional symbolic import 
of royalty: he is the King of Beasts. Tbe lion is in fact an ancient Christ 
symbol. but such an unfamiliar one that Lewis cannot exploit it allusive- 
ly: he wrote for children, not art historians. Another example is his 
use of the Stone Table as a symbol for the Cross: this works instantly 
because it is the representation of a very obvious and ancient pagan sym- 
bol of sacrifice, the altar on which the victims were slain. His other 
method corresponds to mythopoeia proper: he creates new contexts in 
which ntherwi se nonexistent or inappropriate symbols become truly alle- 
gorical. The best instance of this is the way in which the prohibition 
1
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However, in active scenes where the plot is moving 
more swiftly, the syntax moves more swiftly too, by follow- 
ing the normal left-to-right subject-predicate progression. 
Compare the passaP.e above with the description of the 36 
Others s~'nd more definitely archaic: 
Oently are you revenaed ror my te~tlnr of your heart. (vl, 473) 
Faint and far are tho feet of our onomies. !Jut. loud 
are the hoofs of tho horses. (v2, 34) A year shall I endure for every day Lhat passes until 
your return. { v2, 163) 
In this last group, the doubly archaic-- or poetl"-- effect can be traced more easily 1f we "de topical lze" the sentences: 
You are r-ontly revenp;ed for my t e s t Lng' of your he11rt . 
I shall endure o year for every day that passes ... 
We can see that thoso sentences are too meLapl~rlc 
to be considered "plain, ordinary EnRllsh." 1'hey seem a 
l lttle "stranRe ". When top! call zed, they ore doubly 
strange, but subtly so. Careful examination of the test will show that Tolkien 
used the topicalizatlon transformation, along with certain 
other grammatical devices, only wit~ cer~in c~orar,tero. 
In The Lord or the Rings there are high and low cnnr-- 
octers with differences in speech patterns between tho two P'r~ups. The "hi~h" characters -- elves, princes, 
wizards, end dwarves -- use few if any contractions, are more inclined to metaphor and occas!,on~}, ar~hnlc words, 
and often use topicalizet.lon. The low ~haracters -- 
mainly Collum, the ores, and the less important hobbits 
use many cor.tractions. few if anv archaic words, and 
almost no top1cal1zat1on. The speech of Bi 1 bo, Pro do, and Merry, Lhn 1·1<:>ro i 11~ 
p<:>~tant hobbits, does vary with Lhe situation. Among 
the "high" characters, they tend Lo lose their contractions 
and speak more formally. Among themselves they use more 
"low" speech. Tolkien says in Appendix P to the book, 
"The more loerned and able amon~ the Hobbits had some 
knowledge of 'book-lan~uap.e', as it was termed in the Shire, and they were quick to note and adopt the style 
of those whom they met." {v), 5741 However, the speech 
of Prodo's and Merry's companions, Sam and Pippin, re- 
mains more "low" than "high". The speech of Oandalf and 
Ara~orn also varlos with their company for the same reason 
that the Hobblts' does, but their natural idiom is some- 
what more formal that the Hobbits'. 
Throughout the book, top1cal1zation ls used more 
frequently in certain kinds of events. The "high" char- 
acters toplcallze most often when making important 
proclamations or describing great and terrible deeds. 
Gloln the !Narr, in describing Moria, the old homeland 
of his people bereath the mountains, uses many topical- 
lzatlons: 
Too deep we delved Lhere, and woke the nameless fear. 
Lona have its vast mansions lain empty since the 
children of Durin fled •.. Rings he would alve for 
it. much as he Rave or old . . . for Sauron knows 
... that one of these was known to you on a time. 
{ vi • )16) ot> When Gandalf, supposedly dead, appears in the wood and 
describes hls fi~ht with the BalroR to Arap.orn, Giml1, 
and Legolas, his speech is full of topicallzation~: 
Name him not! •.. Long time I fell ... Long time I 
fell, and he fell with me. . . Cold it wos as the 
tide of death;almost it froze my heart ..• ever he clutched me, and ever I hewed him, till at last he 
fell into dark tunnels .•• Naked I was sent back -- 
for a brief time, until my task ls done ... and 
naked I lay upon the mountain-top. {v2, 1)1-.33) 
tlon ls so Rreat ) that it builds an unobtrusively archaic, 
formal effect. In Poetic Diction, Owen Barfield quotes M. Breal as saying, ,.'The most subtle form or archolsm i~ 
to appeal to gra11U11atical methods that no lon~er oxist ln the popular consciousness.' ")Certainly Tolkien, as o 
scholar or An~lo-Saxon, was well-qualified to work wiLh 
older "~ra11U11etlcal methods" of Enallsh, such as the sentence 
1 nverslor. just des e r I bed. And his use or this form In his 
prose Rlvos the same archaic, "poetic" effect that lt 
does in poetry. 
In the examples above, we see that the second l!roup 
of sontences (l!roup B) was created by tokina the final 
words or tha first ~roup {p:roup A) and beglnnlnR the 
sentences with Lhcm. We could almost describe this process as circular or "r-t nae d ". TL Is called "Toplcall:>.ation" 
in tran~rormationnl arammarl meanlna that ~ome part of the normal sertenco strln~ group A) has been focused 
on, made to be the topic or, and shifted to the hood of 
the senter.ce, where t.ht' subject ls usually found (1:rot.ii 
B). Thus, In the base s~ntonce "It ls not permitted to speak of them," "or thom' ls topicallzed, glvin• us the 
sentence, "Of them 1 t ls not permitted to speak." 
Thero are de1:rees of accept1b1llty for these toplcal- 
lzatlons. Some we can accept with not trouble as modern, 
thouRh perhaps literary EnRllsh: After him thoy rode. (v2, 40) 
But it needs tho l1Rht or doy, and for thAt we cannot 
waH. {vZ, 27) 
Never did I make a ~reater mistake. {v2, 333) 
This kind of inversion was contnon in Old and Early 
Middle &ialish, when case-endings on nouns made word order loss Important. And such inversion in modern English is 
not unkr.own, beln~ used, particularly in spoken EnRlish, 
for emphasis. {Example: I don't care for many singers, but him I like.) 
-SUt in The Lord of the Rings, this kind of syntax 
is used so often in some sections and with some with some 
characters {or, in Bloch's terms, its frequency distrlbu- 
A major syntactic device ln Tolkien's style ls his 
chanae of word order, in which the most common sentence 
pro~ression of subject-predicate ls at least partially revorsod. Por instance, an idea such as : 
A B 
"lie miRht build a cairn" is realized as "A cairn we might 
build" {Vol. 11, 19) 
"they dwell deep in the woods" " " ""deep ln the woods 
the~ dwell" { V. I, 48 l "Oar.dalf's trust in me was vain" " " Vain was Oandalf' s trust In me"{V.II,16) 
And Tolkien's joy in language as 
shown throuahout the story in various 
tpontaneous occasional verses sunR by 
MJddle-Earth. HavlnR seen several manifestations of Tolklen's IllJ)licit 
reverence for lenRua~e, let us now see how he uses language, 
by examlnin~ some characteristics of his style. Style, says llnpuist Bernard Bloch, ls "the message 
carried by the frequency distributions and transitional 
protablllties of its 11nRu1stic features in the lan~uage 
as a whole. "l KeoplnR this I n mind, let us look first at 
Tolkien's uso of syntax. We should pay close attention 
to this syntactic aspect or his style, for, as Winifred 
Howottny says, or all the elements necessary to make an utterance 
meaningful, the most powerful ls syntax, controlling 
as it does the order in which impressions are received 
and conveyina the mental relations 'behind' sequences 
of words. And since we naturally tend -- except when 
checked by a difficulty -- to take in without effort 
the relations conveyed by syntax, its operation as a 
cause of poetical pleasure ls often the last cause we 
recognize, if at all ... it produces strong effects 
by stealth; these remain 'inexplicable' so long as the power of the syntax goes undetected.2 
(Vol. II, p. 87) 
self-expression is 
sonas, chents, and 
various beinas of 
( Vol. I I, pp. 8 5-86) 
Let us leave this -- did you say what you call it? Hill. Yes, that was it. But it ls a hasty word for 
a-thing that has stood here ever since this part of 
the world was shaped. 
On several occasions, a character ls commanded not 
Lo speak the name of a foe, as if the very name could bring 
evil. When asked about the Balrog who attacked hlm, Oandalr bep.lns, "Name him not!" When Pippin mentions the 
dread land Mordor on their journey, Strider cautions, "Do 
not speak that name so loudly!" Treebeerd Lho Ent implies 
this word-po>ier when he says, "You call yourselves Hobbits? 
But you should not ~o telling just anybo~y. You'll be 
lotting ouL your own right names if you're not carerul." 
( Vol. I I, p. 85) 
But this word-magic olso has positive pove r , In aiy 
battle the heroes steel themselves with cries or what ls 
dearest to the~: "Elendil t", "A Elbereth 011Lhon1el !", 
or "The Shire!". And it ls the recltatlor. of tho elf-words 
"Cdlthonlel, A Elboreth, Alya elenlon ancallma!" by Sam 
rn~ Prodo that frees Lhem from the Watchers at the Tower 
of Clrltl': Un~ol and causes the entrance to colhpso. 
Tho power or language well-used ls demonstraLed in 
the Incidents botweer. Oimll the !Marr and the Elv~s. 
Tolkien establishes that the 0..arves and the Elves have 
lonP been enemies, then shows how Oimll, through his 
command nr lanRuap.e, wins the respect and, eventually, 
the odml re Lior. ;,f the Elves, and becomes the close fr lend 
of Lhe Elf Le~olas. The powerful Elf-lady Oaladrlol says 
of him, "Let none say again that the 0..arves are ~raspin~ and ungracious ! ... It ls said that the skill of tho 
D..orves is In their ha~ds rather than their tongues .•. 
yet that ls not true of Oimlt.• {Vol. I, p. 487) 
Thefact that tho Elves should be won by Oimll's rhetoric 
is particularly slgnlflcant because the Elves had long 
been recognized as the wlsesL and best shapers of lanp.uep.e, 
In sonp or speech, in Middle-Earth. Tolki~n's real respect of language as o llvln~ thlnR 
ls revealed ln some of Treebeard's statement: comparing 
the Ent lanRU&~e to the language of the Hobblts: 
• . . my name ls growlnp. all the time, and I•ve lived 
a very lor.a, lonR time; so !!!Y n8.llle ls like a story. 
Roal names tell you the story of the thlnas they belona to in my larll{uage, but It takes a very long 
time to ~ay anythlnR in it, because we do not say 
anythina in it, unless lt ls worth taklna a lon~ ti~e 
Lo say and to listen to. 
(Vol. 1, p. )JJ) 
•Hover before hes any voice dared to u t te r- words 
of that tonpue ln Imladris, Oandelf the Orey,' said 
Elrond, as the shadow passed and the company breathed 
once more. 
2
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Comparatives are sometimes used in an uncol!U!lon construction: 
And woe to them, if we prove the swifter! 
... and though in all lands"lOV'El'IS-riOw mingled with 
grief, it grows perhaps the greater. 
Archaic and poetic words, such as roll (meaning "terrible"), 
loth, nought, ~. thither, verily, and tidings appear, but they aroused sparingly (fell seems to be most conur.on) and, 
in my opinion, contribute far less to the flavor or archaism 
than do any or the structural devices dcscl'ibed so far. 
Thus far, we have seen some major syntactic devices in 
Tolkian's narrative style and some syntactic and gra&mntical devices he has used in distinguishing the speech of hiP.h and 
low characters. But Tolkien has gone further in lingui~tic 
delineation or character. At least three beings -- Oollum, 
Tom Bombadil, and Treebeard -- have speech patterns of their 
own. And each major ~roup -- Ents, Hobbies, E:lves, and Men -- has its own language* and poetry.~* But let us begin with individuals. 
Gollum's onomatopoetic name suggestn the little gulping 
noise he continually makes in his throat. A near relation. 37 
And or course, coupling:: frequent.ly appoar indi11lou11lzy-- 
thaL is, one sat of two per sentence -- throughout tho text. 
Like topicalization, this device or coupling is often 
usod in clusters rer e r rec t , ss the examples above show. 
Also likA top1calizatlon, coupling is used for the most 
part in the more static, scene-setting passages. With 
coupling, there i11 less or a reeling or progrosslc>n in 
the syntax and mer-e of a reelinp, or blllance and tho b11l ld- ing of an unobtrusively poetic errecL, for, as G, M. Hopkins 
wrote, "The artiricial part or poetry, perhaps we shaD te right to say all artirtca, reduco3 itsolr to the principle 
of parallel1sm."6 Also like topicalization, coupling is not 
used in every possible situation, but is common enough to set 
a particular tono. Also COllU!IOn is coupling or word~, recalling 
the Anglo-Saxon compounds. Among nal!les there are: Barr-owdowns, 
Ooldbarry, Brandywine, Wormton~a, Hirkwood, Aragorn Son of ArathDrn, l:ht~oot, Waathcrtop, ttenmoors, and of cour~e, 
Hiddle-ear~her words includelimb-lithe, night-breeze, 
elf-eyas,wall-rormed, rorge-bellow, troth-pllphted, and word-hoarda, an authentic Anglo-Saxon word. 
~ON!ilre other stylistic devices that help give an 
archaic flavor to the language. Tolkien frequently (though 
not constantly) uses~ instead of~ as an auxiliary with coroe: 
--A Balrog !.! ~! (vl, 428) 
Behold I We are coma to the groat barrows! ( vl, 142) 
King Elassar is come! (v3, 313) 
Many negative statements are made without tho au7illary do: 
I need them not (vl Sl) ror: I don't near! them I said not so (vl, h~l) for: I didn't say so 
Cut no living wood ?v2, 54) for: Don't cut any living wood 
A 
Re looked up 
B 
and saw with sur-pr-Ls e that. faint stors were appnnrin6Merhood 
1 
amid the strand~ of hurrying cloud 
? and fog. 
His breath was smoking, B l 





1 The mht. was flowing past him now in ahr-e ds 
2 
Sometirr.es the couplings occur in several short., su ccens i ve 
sentences p,iving the effect or a long one: 
and a few squiT'rCl!'• 
l vi , 2116) 
living thing all that day: 
or for ~ome other reason, thoy saw no sign and 
heard 
heard no sound or any othar 
A. 
neither two-rooted, except birdt; 
B a nor four-rooted, except. ono fox 
h 
(1·1, ?1.) 
From a description or an early part or their Journey: 
l 
Whether bafause of Strider's skill 
2 I 
b and the Great 
II a 
and troublec the counsels of the Wise 
and reno,....,ed, 
Lhe Robbits from the Prologue: 
A 
of Bilbo 
B I and Prodo his heir, they suddenly becarr~. 
1 
by no wish of theiT' own, both important 
2 
Hore doscripticn or 
But in the days 
'ltis kinrl "' nffect is lHr ~ double gate awinginE shut, 
s ':lanced finale releasing what has been building 
throughout tl1: earlier par-agr-ephs • • • a syt>tax-1nduced catharsis. 
Another major syntactic feature of Tolkien's s5y1e 
ls his sets or twos, er coi;plin.-s, as Samuel LE.vin would 
call them. Some examp Le s are set out Lcr- in a way It.Gt 
1 hope will '''''"'"nstrato he» they are ceup Lfngs , Prc·m th" Prologue, a description of the Hob bi ts: 
I They dressed in bright colcr:., being noticeabl; fonc 
of (1) yellow and (2) green, 
JI b11t. they scl<km uc;re shoes , s Lnc e (A} thaiT' feet hard 
(l) tc·• E'I•, L!) leeth•ry co Lc i, II•' were clad (B) tu 
·1 ;1) t:1t.~:c, (2} c11T'li11~ h-lir . . • (vl, 20) 
•Wall, I'm hack,' ha raid. 
OBJECT SUBJ VERB 
( S syllnhio::) 
Hr drew a <'rq Lr-e a t.h 
ti;! ·' VERl' oe.JECT (-; syl lahles) 
Arter three volume>' or splendor and art.l cull'te pageantry, the ending is movinyly simple. S9.111 ~ives no spaechos to 
•how t.t·E depth of his feelings . . . he has never- bean a 
s~•&ker. But w~ know hill feelings, for hia wife must 
draw hin. 111, ~ hir11 In his chair, ~his child in his lap. 
After the ~poach of G~ndalf, we find no further 
topic::?l! zat! on:· 1 n the final paT'nr.raphs. The swift-moving 
~y1·L1tx carries us forward with a succession of and' s, 
buildlnR on~ Impression on another in the readet' until 
he ls nearly well in~ over. We mi~ht characterize it as 
" se rie:i or a1·T'r.1Js rt.ov ing in tho saJl!e diroo ti en. It. 
)nads us straight to tho r1n~ line, whose topicalization makes its syntax almost mirroT' symmetry: 
Cirst part or the Cight at the time it happened, Just 
before Gan~alf's Call: 
With a terrible cry the Balrog Cell forward, and its 
shadow plunFed down and vanished. But even as it 
fell it swunR its whip, and the thonRS lashed and 
curled about the wizard's knees, draRRinR him to the 
brink. He staAAered, and fell, itrasped vainly at the 
sLono, and slid into the abyss. ••1y, you fools!' 
hA cried, and was pone. (vl, 430) 
We can also compare the syntax or GandalC's speech to 
earlier portions or that sal!le chapter ("Tho Wh! te Rider", 
~haptor 5, vol. 2). Very rew topicalizations are used 
all Gimli, LeRolas, and Aragorn try to track the Hobbits 
throuRh the woods and discuss their dlfficultios. It 
1, not until they meet Gandalf and he describes his 
adver.turos that much topicallzation ls used. 
It scam~ thnt Tolkien uses this topicalizatlon, cors~!ously or unconsciously, to build a sense or 
paveontry ond formality, (as in the speeches between the 
hlRh characters,) and to hoiRhten tho ornateness and 
arch~lsm or past events, whose sense becomes, more than 
eve r , not that of present, immediate ac t!ons whose syntax 
carrlo~ us alonR with a sense or "nowness", but that or 
the tollinR or an old talo that wo value as much for the 
way it is tnl~ as ror what It Mays. And the reader will 
probably p~rce!ve this sense almost entirely unconsciously. 
As Hr!!. Howottny says, " ... at the level or syntax we 
rcsrond ... with lass con~cious awareness or the i1!1'1odiato c~ure or our r•nponsa ... "4 
Perhaps I.ha most powerful example or the orract that 
syntax can have on tho reader is the very andins of Th! L~rd or tho Rings: 
•'/.n,' said Gandalf; • •.. hero at last, tlear 
friends, on tho shores of tho sea comes the end or our fellowship in Middle-earth. Go in peace! r 
will not say: do not weep; for not all tears are 
ancvll.' 
Then Frodo kissed Herry and Pippin, and last or 
all Sam, and wont aboard; and the sails ware dra~TI 
drvn the lon~ gray firth; nnd the light or the glass 
or Gnlt1drh·l that Frodo bore Rlimmered and was lost. 
At ) t1'1t tho three co111panions t11rr.ed away, and 
nover &fain lookinr bark, they rode slowly homeward; ar~ they spoke no word to one another until they 
c~mo back to the Shira, but each had ~reat comfort 
ir his rrlrnds on the lonR ~ruy road ..• 
. . . S8trl turned to Bywa tar, and so cal!le back 
up the Hill, as day was anding once more. And ha 
went on, ~nj ~here was yellow 'ight, and firn within; 
and he WR$ oxnactad. And Rosa drew him in, and set 
him in his chair, and put little Elanor upon his lop. 
Hn drew a deep l'rsi;th. "Wall, I'm baek ," ho said. 
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.;.-translation: One ring to rule them all, one ring to find them, 
one ring to bring them all and in tho darkness 
bind them, This rhYJne is particularly interestin linguistlcaDy, 
because certain forms in it are redundant enough to make some reasonably accurate statements about the vocabulary 
and grammar of Black Speach, after conparing it with the 
translation. l) infinitives (at least, the form of them used here ) end in a: durba (to rule); ~ (to bring); kr,impa • 
(to bind -- note the similarity to the Erglish cri"'P" 1; 
and gimba (to find). 2) third-person ;>lural object pronoun "them" -- tul 
"them all"-:=- tuluk 
ul is probably the base third-person plural form-.~~ 
J) the object can be attached to the verb. (durbatuluk, 
krimpatul, etc.)there is insufficient date for us to tell 
if it ls mandatory or if it occurs only with pronouns. 4) Other words of which we can be reasonably certain: 
ash -- "one" · nazg -- "ring" !!Bh -- "and" 
we can be almost positive that ash-nazg ls indeed 
"one-ring" and not "ring-one" because of the word Nazgul, 
the name of the Ringwraiths, probably translatable as 
"they or the ring", ul being )rd person plural. (cont'd.) 38. 
We cone, we come with roll or drum: ta-runda runda runda 
Though Isongard be strong and hard, as cold as stonn and 
, as bone, We go, we go Lo war to how Lhe stone and break tho door; 
For bolo and bough aro burning now, tho rur-nace ronrs - - 
we go to war! ( v2, 112) 
The gr~at number of back, or dark R's and nasals combir.ed 
with 1'.111.d and back vowels (oh's, ah1s, and !!.!:!.'S )gives a 
deepness; the perfectly regular meter -- iB111hi c octamo t.e r- 
suggests a chant and n long-legRed march; the preponderance 
of one-syllable words heightens the sense of urgency and 
directness; reading this aloud, we can hear those troo- beinRs·boom1ng Lhis cadence song as they strido through tho 
forest. Tolkien's phonetic appropriateness in portraying his 
characters becomes particularly apparent when contrasting 
the Black Speech of Sauron -- the language he has created for hls subjects -- with the language of the Elves. The 
rhyir.e of the Ono Ring is inscribed on the Ring in Black 
Speech: 
Ash nazg durbatuluk, ash nazg gimbntul ash nazg thrakatuluk agh bursum-ishl krimpatul.* 
The primitive pounding of the 1-2-12) meter suggests some- one beating on a drwn with hls fist. The brond frcnt a and 
the schw·a luh) combining with sibilants cut off tho thOvelar stops .!!. and°"i: help to give the "nasty" sound of Black Speech, 
also found in Ore-names: Snaga, Ugluk, Lugdush, Grishnakh. 
rom! 
baro 
Ent-verse tends to long linoio -- ofLon lamhic sopt11111eLor 
or ootameter, if it ls any analyzable form at all. IL sooms 
fitting that long-lined poetry should bo cl'aroctcrl st.le or 
bolnRs who believe that anything worth saying should take a 
long time to say! 
In tho marchinR song of the Ents: 
Generally, the syntax of the Hobbits is straightfori.•ard, 
and their speech and poetry ls unremarkable in sound -- 
neither particularly musical nor particularly harsh -- very 
much every-day Ehglish, in other words. Mary Kelly says of 
their poetry: The meter, diction, and 1me.gery of their poems reflect 
their instinctive love for peace, quiet, and ordor. 
Reciting or singing verse for them is the most natural 
way to express their emotions, tho basic and primai·y en o t Icne 
associated with the recurrent situations in tho livos of all 
beings. Hobblts sing whon they are happy and comfortable, 
when they are sad and troubled, when they aro7rearful and 
desperate, and when they are angry and vexed. 
A good example or hobbit-verse ls Bilbo's song of Lhe road: 
The Roed goos over on and on Down from the door where lt began. 
?low rar ahead tho Road has gone, 
And I must follow if I can, 
Pursuing it with oa~or feet Until it joins some larger way 
Where many paths and errends meet. 
And whither then? I cannot say. 
It is very hobbit-like in its simplicity and directness. 
We have no authanLlc examples of Eht language. Tolkien tells us in Appendix P that they use tholr lan~uage only 
amon~ themselves. The lanRuago that they had was unliko all other~: 
slow, sonorous, agglomerated, repetltlve, indeod 
long-winded; formed of a multiplicity of vo1u•l-shndos 
and distinction~ or tone and quantity ... 
The strange words and names that the llobbits record 11.:: used by Troebeard and other Ents aro thus Elvish, or 
fragments or Elf-speech strung together in Ent-rashion ••• 
Taurelllomea-tumbalcmorna T~mbaletaurca Lomoanor, 
whicfi may be rendered "Forostmanyshadowed-deepvalloyblack Deopvalleyforosted Oloomyland" .•• ~oant, more or loss 
'there is a block shadow in the deep forest dales.' 
(v), 510) 
(vl. 183) 
When tho above passage ls read aloua, the rhythms of Tom's 
•peach is unmistakahle, Another characLer whose lanp,uage is peculiarly his own 
le Treobeerd tho Ent, but the uniqueness of his speech 
seems mostly to come from lnterjectlons, tho hooms and~. 
which suggest age and depth in their mid and ~vowels (the sounds uh and oo) combined with tho nasal m. Treeboards's 
thoughtful Hoomty-toom-toom is particularly effective. 
Each or tho major groups of being (Elves, Hobbits, etc.) 
has its own lang~age, as Tolkien demonstrates throughalt 
~o Lord of the 1ngs and explains further in Appendix F at the end or Volume III. But to beings outside their group, 
they speak Wostron, or the Common Tongue, represented in 
the story by F.rglish. Westron is the native language only 
or tho Hobbits, and by varying its style when spoken by ~~mbers of other language groups, Tolkien is able to show 
" ..• an essential feature of the times as perceived by the Hobbits ... the contrast between a wide-spread language, 
to them as ordinary and habitual as English is to_us 
and the living remains of older and more reverend tongues." 
(vJ, 515) Hobbit-speech, Tolkien tells us, is inclined to be a bit rustic (as we already know from the scenes at the Green 
Dragon in the early part of volume I)and there are"a 
few peculiar hobbit-words" left from an ancient "Mannish 
speech" spoken by Hobblts before they adopted Westron 
about a thousand years ago. Tolkien says in his section, 
"On Translation": They have been glve11 the forms that lost English words 
~1ght well have had, if they had come down to our day. 
lhus mathom ls meant to recall ancient English mathm ••. 
smial or(smilo) 'burrow' is a likely doscendant--or-- 
smygcl •• --:--TvJ, 518) Here we begin to see the fun Tolkien tho historical linguist 
had in creatin his world of Kiddle-earth. He goos further n.r.d relstes the ancient lan~uage of the Hobbits to tho modern 
language of the Mon of Rohan, saying that " •.. when the Hobbits 
heard tho speech of Rohan, they recognized many words and felt 
the lan~uago to be akin to their own •• ," (vJ, 517) And as we 
shall see in greater detail.later, the language of tho Men or 
Rohan is indeed Anglo-Saxon. 
When tho pnssa~e a~ove is set ln poetic lines and road 
aloud, w& can eeo and hoar the similarity of the prose 
rt.ythn t.e the poetic meter, having tho same stresses, 
breaks, and double-syllable line endin~s: 
Tom clapped his hands and cried: •Tcm, Tom!Your ~uests are tired, and you had near forgotten! Como now, my morry friends, and Tom will refresh you! 
You shall cloan grimy hands, and wash your weary faces; 
Cast off your mudey cloaks and comb out your tangles! 
It becomes further apparent that this ls Tom's own personal 
spooch pattern.when lt ls contrasted with the speech or 
Ooldberry: 'Tho rain has ondod,1 she aaid; •And now waters are 
running downhill, under the stars. Let us now laugh 
and be glad!' 'And let us have food and drink!' criod Tom. 
'Lor.g tales are thir~ty. And long listening' s hungry 
work, morning, noon, and evening t• 
'i'l v r e t tne e ar-c not menacing to us. Like Prodo, we tend to 
fc.ol r-at.l.or- sorry for poor old Oollum. Exar:1rirr the songs or Tom Bombadll in Chaptors Six and 
Se~cn of Vcl~mo I, we find that they all have tho meter of 
tt~ llr.e~ r: / / 
Old Ton: Jnbaclll l; a merry fellow; / / 
erli;ht blue his Jlkket is, and his boots arc yellow. 
Tt.o n<'lf'lr Is :.t.rcnr ar.d ro11:ular, but is not dosorilod by 
nr) or tho trad1t1onul prosodic terms. It ls like the 
old Anrlo-Caxon poetic line, having four strong stresses 
fallln" wt.r.re tt.oy may. What ls lass lmmod!ately obvious ls that most of Tom's 
prcso ls al~o in that same meter as in tho following passa~e: 
Tom clapped his hands and cried, 'Tom, Tom! Your 91osts 
are tired, and you had ne•r forgotten! Ccmo now, my 
merry frler.ds, and Tom will refresh you! You shall 
clean gr 1n.y hands, and wash your weary fa cos; cast 
off your muddy clcak:o and comb out your tar.glos I ' (vl, 174) 
of the Hobblts, whose mind and spirit have been horritly 
twisted by the power of the Ring, his gral'Vllatical patterns 
_have been twisted also. He often, though not consistently, 
refers to hlrrself as "we" or "r;e ", or uses the third person 
sln~ular form for a plural verb: •What ls it they eats? 
Have they nice flashes?, •• He can't eat Robbits' food. 
He will starve. Poor thin Smeagol!' (v2, 290) His frequent 
use of sibilant sounds render hls speech rather nasssty. 
Mls one song ls characterized by tho same speech patterns ln 
v~ry short llnos: 
tho cold hard lands 
they tites our hands 
they gnaws our feet 
tho rocks and stones 
are like old bones all bare of moat ..• (v2, 288) 
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In this paper, I have examined sevoral aspects of ono 
of the many facets of The Lord of the Rines. But Tolkien's 
created world, Middle-earth, is exptrornely complex and 
woll-devolopod, with, as Ed!Tiund Fuller poinls out: 
••• a self-contained geography, with maps, a mytholo~y 
and balladry, a history in groat depth and coMpletoness 
of organization, stretching back far behind the time- 
span or hts story .•. fillad out with gcncalogiei:: and 
what might be called ethnic troaLises on his othet'- 
than-human spacias. Thero are oxtonsivo riora and fauna tn add 1 tion to those al ready know to us. l~ 
In addition to examining these other facets, wo may look 
at the work as a wholo from many viewpoints: for plot; 
for several lavals or allegory; for a version of tho Quant; for moral teaching. 
There ls so much to digest in this work that tho 
beauttas and subLlattes of the ono facet I have dealt with 
the language or Tolkien in presenting hts world and the 
language of thaL world itself -- ara likely t.o go 1:n- 
notlced on first or second reading. But they ar-e Lho r-e 
for the savoring of those who will re-road and ro-reud 
Tolkion -- and there are many. Tho fact that this one 
facet exists in such awesome complexity is further tenti- 
mony to tho genius or Tolkien as linguist, as well as storytallor. 
e " " " 
to the cry of Eomer as ho rides into battle: 
Out or doubt, out of dark to the day's rising 
I came singing in tho sun, sword unsheathing 
To hope's and I rode and to heart'~ breaking: 
Now for wrath, now for ruin and a rad nightfall! (v), 149) 
Mc.st of the poetry of' the Rohirl'im is like the Old 
English Accentual ve ree , with the characteristic four- 
c t r-e s s lines and alliteration. Some of their songs reflect 
a "horslness" with anapests and dactyls giving a galloping 
rt-ythm to tho meter: 
frcm tho Ubl Sunt lament quoted by Aragorn: 
Where now tha horse and the rider? Where is the horn that was blowing? 
Whero is the helm and the hauberk, and the bright 
hair nowing? 
Where ls the hand on the harpstring, and the red fire glowing? 
Where ls the spring and the harvest and the tall corn 
growing?, •• (v2, J.43) 
•.. tho elvish pooms always convey a faalin~ or ramotone~s, boLh from tho Primary World of the reader 
and from tho rest of tho Secondary World of Tolkien ••• 
Althour,h tha Elves are fading toward their evenLual 
axtir.ctlon at tho end of tha story, their pootry 
reveals thoir attempts to cling to past achtavemonts 
and to F,lorify the light which thoy bear and bring 
to other ~reatures of Hiddla-eorth. Their songs most 
often function as contrasts to surroundln~ ~loom and give tho dajoctad, spiritually darkonod llstonors a 
new lntiFht., a fresh ~limpsa of their roles in tho 
Rreat Quest. 9 
Tolkien tells us in Appendix F (in case wa have not 
ruocsod already) that he has made the langua~a or tho 
Hnn of Rohan very similar to Anp;lo-Saxon, slnco their 
Lancuar-e , before his translation, "was related both (more 
dlstant\y) to Col!lllon Speech, and (more closely) to tho 
former tonr.ue of the northern Hobbits, .and was in com- 
parison wHh tho Wastron archaic." (vJ. 517) John Tirkler, in his article, "Old En~llsh in Rohan points out the 
111.mber of names among the Rohirrim beginning with Eo -- 
ro~embli n~ tho Anglo-Saxon eoh for "horse". The men of 
Rohan are known for their horsemanship and lholr namos 
in Anglo-Saxon testify to their relstlonshlp with their 
r tceds: Eomund "protector of horses"; Eomor •horse-mare"; 
~yn "deU~ht in horses"; and Eothood~se-peo~la". 
OT.ller Old English names in Rohan include Theoden pr-Inca , 
~lng"J Thcngol :prin?,e"; ~"spectre"; Hasufel, hasu -- 
grey, f~! -- hide : the name of a horse lent to Aragorn; 
Isengar~, !sen -- "iron", geard -- "court, dwellin§". 
'l'heoden s golden hall is called Meduseld, meaning mead- 
houso , place of feasting", which also appeared in 6eowu lf .10 
What Hr. Tiri<ler does not point out is that occasionally 
0'.d En~li&h syntactic patterns are a Lao used, such as the adjectival contruction Adj-Noun-and-Adj: 
The Nine have been unhorsed indeed, but that is ~~t a respite, ere they find new steeds and swifter. 
Here tho wcrd-final liquids and nasals, with the ft'Ont 
vo•,.•ls snd th' s produce a more pleasant sound bocausc of their easy flow. 
Tr.o alliterative musicality of Elvon-langua~e and 
£1.v<>n-\'f'rs·· is a delight and a fascination to the Hobblts. 
e•1bc atLempl~ to copy 1t in his own poems; the Hobbits 
ar.i wnr:ecl that they are likely to be lulled lo sloop by 
It• ertects at first when they arrive in Lorion. It is 
u confort noel a fortifier in times of need. As Sam said 
en lioothc•rlop, "I would dearly like lo hesr moro about 
t:lvus; tho dark teomi: to press so close." And at Cirlth 
llr:pol, lh" Elven-1<ords roc1t1ed by Sam and Fredo set them 
rroo from tho Walchers of tho Tower and destroy the former 
"-lronpholc. The lan1r1Jage of tha Elves ls respected -- and ovon rPn1·cd - - for l t s beauty and power; it is al~o reo og- 
r. I zod a~ tho olcost. Treabaard tolls tha Hobbits, "Elves 
r.ace all thti ole wor·ds; they began it." (v2, 85) Tho 
ElvC':: wc1·C' tho ona~ to p;athor knowledge and teach it. 
Th<:lr Lt s t s , which Treabeard recites, ara very reminiscent 
or Anp.lo-Saxon in tholr content and 4-stress pattern: 
t.e er-n now the lore or Living Creatures! Ptrst name tho rour, tho fraa peoples: 
Eldest of all, tho elf-children; 
!Marr tho dal~er, dark aro his houses; 
Ent. tho oarthborn, old as tha mountains; 
Han thn mortal, master of horses... (v2, 811) 
Ar.d lt ~a~ Lho Elves who taught tho art of language to rho Ent.s, who laLer developed their own. 
Huch of Elven-versa ls hi~tory, tollln~ of bottar 
~imns in Hiddla-aarth, whoo the Elves were at tho holghl of tholr glory. Hary Kally says of it: 
A Elbarath Gilthoniel, silivren penna miriol 
o menel aglar elenath\ Na-chaored palan-dlrial 
o ~aladhre1111'1in ennorath, Fanuilos, le linnathon 
ner sear, si nar aeron I 
The sor,·ents of Sauron are the only beir.gs in Middle-earth 
who curse, and their language sounds like the ugly sounds of swearrng.6 
Elven-verse on the other hand gives a conplately different erract: 
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In this passage, the allusion to ghosts vanishing at daybreak is obvious. 
and I assume the siren is an air-raid siren since the book began its ser- 
ialization during World War 11, in 1944. 
Ot the books which Lewis knocks off the table, I have suggested so 
far only The Romance of the Rose and Chaucer's early volumes; these, 
however, must be taken as typical or their genre rathe r than as direct 
influences. The May day or springtime opening can be found as early as 
the epithalamlon written by the Bishop EModius at the turn of the fifth 
to the Sl.Xth century. 3 I do not know when poets began fallin11 asleep over 
their books only to have bookish dreams, but I understand there are 
French models Cor Chaucer. 4 Even in the material lo which I now turn, 
the Influence of Dante's Divine Comedy, on Lewis's book, a critic may 
find other sources. although I believe Dante to be without doubt the pri- 
mary one. For example, the appearance of George Macdonald lo Lewis 
in the book Is as lbe appearances oC Virgil and Beatrice to Dante, but 
Virgil and Beatrice arc not the only guides to appear to a writer in a 
dream-vision: in Chaucer's The Parlement of Foules, already mention- 
ed, Chaucer reads in the Slmn.lum Scipionis of how the elder ACcicanus 
appeared to Scipio, the younger Africanus, in a dream; then, when 
Chuacer sleeps that night the elder ACrlcanus appears to him also. So 
the device is both classical and Chaucer-ran, as well as Dantean. 
Let me, however, be orderly in my presentation of Oantean allu- 
sions. The lnfiuence of Dante is suggested early 10 The Great Divorce 
when lbe bus drrvee appears: 
lt was a wonderful vehicle, blazing with golden light, hcrald- 
1cally coloured. The Driver himself seemed full of light and 
be used only one hand to drive with. The olbcr he waved be- 
fore his face as il to fan away the greasy steam of the rain. 
(p. 15) 
This heavenly driver reflects the angel who appears in the ninth canto or 
the ln!erno to open jne gates or the City of Dis for Dante and Virgil: 
---And as the frogs, spying the Cocman snake, 
Go squatter-mg over the pond, and dive, and sil 
Huddled in the mud, even so I saw them break 
Apart, whole shoals of ruined spirits. and nit 
Scudding from the path of one who came to us, 
Walking the water of Styx with unwet feet. 
His left hand, moving, ranned away the gross 
Air Crom his face, nor elscwise did he seem 
At ail to find the way laborious. 
(I. 1.X. 76-83; Sayers, l, p. 125)5 
This angel walking the water or the Styx may remind a reader of Christ 
on the Sea of Galilee (e.g .• Matthew 14: 25-31), and likewise a reader 
might identify Lewis's Driver with Christ, for George Macdonald says 
later in the book: "Only the Greatest of all can make Himself small 
enough to enter Ilell. For the higher a thing is, the lower it can descend- 
a man can sympathise with a horse but a horse cannot sympathise with a 
rat. Only One has descended into Hell" (p. 114h I cannot make up my 
mind whether Lewis has simply contradicted himself here, or if he has 
depicted the Harrowing of Hell in terms of a Driver picking up bus pass- 
engers. 6 But however this may be, the actual parallel between the Dan- 
tean angel and Lewis's bus-driver is the waving away of foul air, a minor 
allusion perhaps but one which prepares for other parallels to come. 
1 have already suggested that George MacDonald is to Lewis in 
The Great Divorce as Virgil and Beatrice, Dante's two guides, are to 
him in The Divine Comedy. Actually, I was exaggerating to some ex- 
tent. Most readers remember that Virgil was Dante's guide through 
Hell and bis companion up Mount Purgatory, but forget that Bc1'Y'ice 
became Dante's guide for the last part of his journey, through Heaven. 
(l am assuming that most readers do not reach the Paradiso.) Lewis, 
in The Great Divorce, compares MacDonald only to Beatrice. in a 
passage which shall be quoted below. but I think a critical case may be 
made for the Virgilian analogy. At the first of the Inferno, Virgil 
(presumably standing allegorically for his works) is able to reach Dante 
whi le-he is astray in the Dark Wood, when Beatrice is not able to affect 
him directly; likewise, MacDonald's book Phantastes was able to reach 
Lewis when he was an atheist, to begin his conversion to Christianity. 
So there is a parallel; there is also a difference. Virgil was not a 
Christian, ans so was not able to go all the way thrrugh the afterlife 
with Dante; Beatrice had to take up the journey. But MacDonald was a 40 
The (:real Divorce, a small book by C. S. Lewis, appeared with 
a subtitle, \ !>ream, from Geoffrey Bies. London, in 1945, and the 
next year without the subtitle from the Macmlllian Company in New 
York. It had previously appeared In a religious periodical, The Guardian, 
as a serial from November 10, 1944, to April 13, 1945, under the title 
"Who Goes ttome " or, The Grand Divorce." 
Al \lythcon I, I read the Cirst part and an incomplete second part 
or a series or papers on C.S. Lewrs" The Great Divorce, these being 
Part I: The Medieval Analogues, and Part II: The Modern Analogues. 
1 have here revised and expanded (slightly) the second of these. 
My study of the book falls Into five parts. The third part Is a 
bibliographic study of the variations in the different editions, the fourth 
parl a literary evaluation, and the fifth will be a religious study. I 
hope to read parts three, four, and five al Mythcon II (or perhaps only 
lhe fourth and rifth parts, if the bibliographic third part turns out more 
printable than readable). 
I. The Medieval Analogues 
The Great Divorce rs , as its English subhtlc indicates, A Dream 
--a dream vision, m our usual terminology. Dante's Divine Comedy is 
the i:reatest medieval example or this kind (perhaps the greatest example 
of any period), and 1..ewis's indebtedness to Dante will be the main con- 
sideration or this first section. But The Creal Divorce also owes a debt 
lo the medieval love-atjegor-rea, about which Lewis wrote in The Allegory 
or Love (1936). For example, The Romance of lhe Rose opens (after a 
brier discussion or the truth or some dreams) with the narrator Calling 
asleep and dreaming on a May day beside a ruver-, Birds sing. Chaucer 
translates: 
The byrdes that han left her song, 
While they sufCride cold so strong, 
In wedres gryl and derk lo sigbte, 
Ben in May, for the sonne brighle, 
So glade that they shewe in syngyng 
That in her hertis is sich Lykyng 
Thal they mote syngen and be light. I 
Lewrs uses this convention but not at the first of his "poem": while he 
(the unnamed narrator, but fictionally the same as 1..ewis) arrives on 
the Cringes of heaven, he finds a river winding across the plain, a sum- 
mer morning, and a bird singing: 
Al last the top of the cliff became visible like a thin line of 
emerald green stretched tight as a riddle-string. Presently 
we ghded over that top: we were nying above a level, grassy 
country through which there ran a wide river. We were losing 
height now: some of the tallest tree tops were only twenty 
feet below us. Then, suddenly, we were at rest. • .. 1 was 
alone in the bus, and through the open door there came to me 
in the fresh stillness the singing of a lark. 
I got out. The light and coolness that drenched me were 
like those of summer morning, early morning a minute or two 
before the sunnse. . .. (p. 26)2 
The other conversation drawn from the medieval but non-Dantean 
dream-visions is that of suggesting the material of the dream was inself 
suggested by reading. For example, Chaucer's The Book of the Duch- 
ess opens with a sleepless Chaucer getting up at night to read Ovid's 
talc of Ceyx and Alcyone, and Chaucer's The Parlement of Foules begins 
with the poet reading Cicero's Somnium Scipionis. Lewis's work has no 
opening which tells or the railing asleep over a book, but it does have an 
awakening at the end which implies the former: 
Screaming, 1 buried my face in the fold of my Teacher's robe, 
'The morning! The morning!' l cried, 'I am caught by the 
morning and I am a ghost. ' But it was too late. The light, 
like solid blocks, intolerable of edge and weight, came thund- 
ering upon my head. Next moment the folds of my Teacher's 
garment were only the folds of the old ink-stained cloth on my 
study table which l had pulled down with me as I fell from my 
chair. The blocks of light were only the books which l bad 
pulled off with it, falling about my head. I awoke in a cold 
room, hunched on the Iloor beside a black and empty grate, 
the clock striking three, and the siren howling overhead. 
(pp. 117-118) 
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